In this paper, we have studied the effect of short branches on the thermal conductivity of a polyethylene (PE) chain. With a reverse non-equilibrium molecular dynamics method applied, thermal conductivities of the pristine PE chain and the PE-ethyl chain are simulated and compared. It shows that the branch has a positive effect to decrease the thermal conductivity of a PE chain. The thermal conductivity of the PE-ethyl chain decreases with the number density increase of the ethyl branches, until the density becomes larger than about 8 ethyl per 200 segments, where the thermal conductivity saturates to be only about 40% that of a pristine PE chain. Because of different weights, different types of branching chains will cause a different decrease of thermal conductivities, and a heavy branch will leads to a lower thermal conductivity than a light one. This study is expected to provide some fundamental guidance to obtain a polymer with a quite low thermal conductivity.
Introduction
Not only a high thermal conductivity (TC) but also a quite low TC are desired for polymers because of their wide applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , such as high TC for application as the thermal interface material [7, 8] and low TC for application as thermal insulation material. Single polymer chains and highly aligned polymer fibers have attracted a wide attention due to their potential high TC. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Although a single polymer chain may possess a high TC, polymers are generally regarded as thermal insulators because of their very low thermal conductivities on the order of 0.1 W·m -1 ·K -1 [17] . One of the reasons for the low TC is that the polymer chains are randomly coiled in the polymers, which effectively shortens the mean free path (MFP) of heat-carrying phonons. [18, 19] Another reason is that the TC of these polymers can be significantly influenced by the morphology of individual chains. [14] [15] [16] [17] [20] [21] [22] Besides these two reasons, the method to further decrease the TC of a polymer is still desired to develop a thermal insulators.
There have already been some methods to reduce the TC of a polymer chain.
Liao et al. [23] tuned the TC of a polymer chain by atomic mass modifications and found that heavy substituents hinder heat transport substantially. Robbins and Minnich [16] found that even perfectly crystalline polynorbornene has an exceptionally low thermal conductivity near the amorphous limit due to extremely strong anharmonic scattering. Most recently, Ma and Tian [24] studied the influence of the side chains on the thermal conductivity of bottlebrush polymers, and predicted that side chains dominate the heat conduction and could lead to a lower TC. Some other studies also shown that chain segment disorder, or the random rotations of segments in a chain, will lead to a lower TC. [15, [25] [26] [27] [28] In this paper, we take the effect of branches into account to probe a way to reduce the TC of a polymer. Considering the complex structure of a polymer, we just focus on the polyethylene (PE) chain with branches. Results turn out that the TC of a PE chain with branches can be decreased to be only 40% that of a pristine chain. It can be predicted that, if the chain in the polymer is branched with short chains, the TC of a PE polymer can be decreased a lot. The paper is organized as follows: firstly, a reverse non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (RNEMD) method is introduced; and then the effects of backbone chain length, branching chain location, branching chain type, and the number density of branching chains are investigated. This study is expected to provide some fundamental guidance to obtain a polymer with a quite low TC.
Simulation Method
The software package BIOVIA Materials Studio is applied to build the initial configuration of the single extended PE chain and the modified PE chain, and then to simulate the TC. A single PE chain is established by replicating the PE chain segments which is the unit cell of PE's idealized bulk lattice structure with a cross-sectional area of 18 Å 2 , a length of 2.507Å. A pristine PE chain and a PE chain with a branching ethyl (PE-ethyl for short) are shown in Fig. 1 . After the structure of the PE chain built, we firstly optimize the structure before carrying out molecular dynamic simulations. Considering that the condensed-phase optimized molecular potentials for atomistic simulation studies (COMPASS II) [29] [30] [31] was created to accurately simulate the structural, vibrational, and thermo-physical properties of PE in isolated and condensed phases [32, 33] , and it has already been successfully applied to study thermal transport, [11, 15, 34] the COMPASS II potential is also applied in this paper.
Before calculating the TC, we firstly relax the system in an NVT (constant number of atoms, temperature, and volume) ensemble at a temperature of 300 K for 125 ps. And then, a NVE (constant number of atoms, volume, and energy) ensemble is applied to release the thermal stress. The Nose-Hoover thermostat [35, 36] is applied for obtaining a constant temperature. We double-check that the total energy has reached minimum and become unchangeable at the end of NVT (or NVE) ensemble to make sure that our systems have already been equilibrated. For calculating TC, the RNEMD [37, 38] simulation is performed on the well equilibrated structures. In the RNEMD method, each of the simulation boxes is divided into several slabs with a periodic boundary applied in the heat transfer direction. As that shown in Fig. 2 , the simulation system is divided into several slabs (20 to 200 slabs, depending on the chain length), slab 0 is the "hot" slab, and the slab N/2 is the "cold" slab. Other slabs are used to obtain the temperature distributions.
The heat flux is created by exchanging velocities of particles in "cold" and "hot" slabs.
The cold slab donates its "hottest" particles (particles with the highest kinetic energy)
to the hot slab in exchange for the latter's "coolest" particles (particles with the lowest kinetic energy). Performing this exchange periodically results in the heating up of the hot slab and cooling down of the cold slab. This process eventually yields a steady-state temperature gradient due to thermal conduction through slabs separating the cold and hot slabs. The thermal conductivity is calculated exactly by the relationship,
where the sum is taken over all transfer events during the simulation time t, m is the mass of the atoms，ν c and ν h are the velocities of the identical mass particles that participate in the exchange procedure from the cold and hot slabs, respectively. A is the average cross-sectional area which is calculated by surface area (also called accessible surface area calculated by the Connolly surface model) [39, 40] divided by chain length, here the chain length is the number of segments multiplied by the length of the unit segment 2.507Å. Cross-sectional areas of the pristine PE chain, PE-ethyl chain, and others are listed in the Table 1 , which possess a mean value of 14.705 Å 2 with a branch-caused uncertainty less than 1.6%. Such a small difference in cross-sectional area will not lead to a large thermal conductivity difference as that caused by branches (discussed later). The thermal conductivity present in our work could be scaled by a different choice of cross-sectional area for comparison. With a time step of 1 fs, a total simulation time 0.1 ns is taken to get a good linear temperature distribution. With heat flux printed out every 0.1 ps, the TC is calculated at the last step. The temperature distribution of a simulation with a length of 100 segments is shown in Fig. 2 as an example. The linear temperature region is fitted to obtain the temperature gradient for the calculation of the effective TC by using the Fourier's law. The TC calculated at different simulation times is shown in Fig. 3 . It shows that 0.1ns is long enough to get a converged TC. A quantum correction is sometimes applied to rectify the result predicted by a molecular dynamic method which includes no quantum effects. Although applying the quantum corrections to the classical molecular dynamic predictions does not bring them into a better agreement with the quantum predictions compared to the uncorrected classical molecular dynamic, [41] a quantum correction is still given here for future comparisons. In molecular dynamic simulations, the temperature T MD is calculated based on the mean kinetic energy of the system. By assuming that the total system energy is twice the mean kinetic energy at T MD and equals to the total phonon energy of the system at the quantum temperature T q , with the Debye density of states [42] , correction is made through, [43, 44] 2), the relation between T MD and T q is obtained and shown in Fig. 4(a) . Then, the quantum rectified thermal conductivity can be calculated by, [45] = ( )
where k is the thermal conductivity presented in this paper, ⁄ is calculated from Eq. (2) and values are shown in Fig. 4 (b) . 
Results and discussions
Firstly, the length dependence of the TC of a pristine PE chain is investigated and compared with that in early researches. And then, the TC of the pristine PE chains with different length is compared with that of a PE-ethyl chain. Thirdly, the effect of the branch arrangements is considered. Finally, the influence of the branching chain types and the number density of branching chains are taken into account.
1 Length dependence of TC
TCs of the pristine PE chain with different chain lengths at 300 K are firstly simulated, and presented in Fig. 5(a) . Results in some previous research [14, 46, 47] about the pristine PE chains are also added in Fig. 5 (a) for comparison. As that shown in Fig.   5 (a), there is an obvious increase of the TC with the increase of the chain length. Even with the length increasing to be 200 nm, the TC still not converges, which suggests that some portion of the phonons can still travel ballistically in such a length. Our simulation work confirms that the TC of a pristine PE chain will increase with the increasing number of segments (or chain length), and the TC of a single PE chain is several orders of magnitude larger than that of a PE polymer. In Fig. 5(a) , the TC difference between different works should be attributed to the different simulation methods, considering that the NEMD method is applied in our and Hu et al.'s work
and EMD is applied in the work of Ni et al. and Liu and Yang. It seems that a NEMD method will give a higher TC than an EMD method. This was also noticed in other studies [48, 49] and some explanations can be found there.
According to the Boltzmann transport equation and the Matthiessen's rule, there is a linear relationship between the inverse of the TC (1/k) and the inverse of the sample length (1/L). [15] After plotting 1/k against 1/L in Fig. 5(b) , we obtain the intrinsic TC of an infinitely long pristine chain by linearly extrapolating the data to 1/L = 0 when L = ∞ [see Fig. 5(b) ], and the TC comes out to be 303 W·m -1 ·K -1 . This value also agrees well with that in Ref. [9] . All these confirm the reliability of the RNEMD method. 
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(b) Inverse of the TC of the single PE chain plotted against the inverse of the chain length, showing a linear dependence. Extrapolation of the dashed line leads to the TC of an infinitely long chain.
TCs of the pristine PE chain and the PE-ethyl chain with lengths ranging from 100 to 500 segments (or 25.07-125.35 nm) are compared in Fig. 6 . It turns out that both TCs of the pristine PE chain and the PE-ethyl chain increase with the increasing length, and the TC of a PE-ethyl chain is only about 75% that of a pristine PE chain. 
Influence of branch arrangements
The influence of branch locations is considered in this part. For a pristine PE chain, there are different locations from the simulation region boundary to the branching ethyl. Five special locations are selected to branch a short chain, labeled as P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 respectively, as that shown in Fig. 8(a) . The result in Fig. 8(b) confirms that the presence of a branching chain can truly reduce the TC, and the average TC of a PE-ethyl chain is about 0.7 times that of a pristine PE chain. Our simulations also indicate that there is almost a similar thermal conductivity for different branch locations in Fig. 8(b) . This is attributed to the periodic boundary conditions applied in the simulation. The small discrepancies of the TC between different locations should be caused by the different distance of the branch from the simulation boundary. If the boundary and the branching chains are both thought as defects on a pristine PE chain, the TC with ethyl located at the middle of the chain (P1)
will be lower than other TCs (P2, P3, P4 and P5), because of the small distance from the middle of the chain to the system boundary. This is confirmed by results in Fig.   8 (b). The effect of the number density of branches is studied in this part. The number density of branches is defined as the number of branches divided by the number of PE segments. 200 segments (50.14 nm) are applied as a periotic unit in the simulation, and the ethyl group is selected as the branch. Considering there are different locations on a PE chain to branch an ethyl group, we only consider two special location arrangements, i. e., the aligned arrangement and the fork arrangement, as that shown in Fig. 10(a) . For the aligned arrangement of 10 branching ethyl, they are equally distributed on the PE chain, only a part of the chain is shown in Fig. 10(a) ; for the fork arrangement of 10 branching ethyl, every 2 branching ethyl are located at the same segment of the PE chain, as that shown in Fig. 10(a) . The corresponding TC of these two arrangements is shown in Fig. 10(b) . It shows that a larger number density of branches leads to a lower TC for both arrangements. With an increase of the number density of branches, the TC of a PE-ethyl chain converges to be only 40% that of the pristine PE chain. This can be understood by that with the increase of the number density, the distance between branches is reduced, and the long-MFP phonons will be decreased until the TC converges to a constant value. It can be predicted that if the PE-ethyl chain instead of the pristine PE chain is used to build up a polymer, the TC of the polymer will be much reduced, because of the lower TC of the PE-ethyl chain and additional masses of branches. A polymer composed of what kind of chains will possess a lower TC is the key point of this paper, and more studies are still needed to figure out the effect of long branches on the TC of a pristine chain [24] . 
Conclusions
It is desirable to further reduce the TC of a polymer for developing a thermal insulation material. In this paper, we take branches into account to probe a way to reduce the TC of a chain. With the RNEMD method applied, the TC of the pristine PE chain and the PE-ethyl chain are simulated and compared. Influences of the chain length, branch arrangements, types and number density of branches are considered.
Our results suggest that the branch has a positive effect to decrease the TC of a PE chain. If the number density of ethyl branches becomes larger than 8 ethyl per 200 segments, the TC of a PE-ethyl chain converges to be only about 40% that of a pristine PE chain. This result will not be influenced by the branch arrangements.
Different kinds of branching chains lead to a different decrease of thermal conductivities because of the different weights, and a heavy branch leads to a lower thermal conductivity than a light one. This study is expected to provide some fundamental guidance to obtain a polymer with a quite low TC.
